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Group A Group B Group A Group B Group A Group B Group A Group B

26.11 STmag 0.098 ± 0.008 0.002 ± 0.008 0.152 ± 0.007 0.055 ± 0.006 0.093 ± 0.008 -0.037 ± 0.009 0.033 ± 0.009 -0.052 ± 0.007

25.36 STmag 0.095 ± 0.009 0.080 ± 0.010 0.193 ± 0.008 0.123 ± 0.009 0.139 ± 0.008 0.029 ± 0.008 0.088 ± 0.009 0.017 ± 0.009

24.92 STmag 0.125 ± 0.008 0.056 ± 0.009 0.240 ± 0.009 0.210 ± 0.011 0.126 ± 0.008 0.001 ± 0.009 0.104 ± 0.007 0.070 ± 0.010

24.61 STmag 0.130 ± 0.010 0.111 ± 0.009 0.293 ± 0.009 0.248 ± 0.009 0.203 ± 0.009 0.024 ± 0.007 0.240 ± 0.010 0.069 ± 0.008
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Results

- Use spatially variable, focus-diverse ePSF models from Bellini et al. 2018 to generate 
ePSFs for artifical stars.

- Use ACS/WFC reference files to simulate detector properties,
- dark current, post-flash, and flat-fielding. 

- Use np. r andom. poi sson to simulate the Poisson background. 
- Use the acsct ef or war dmodel  in the acst ool s package to simualte the effects of 

readout on ACS/WFC.
- Process the images through CALACS to generate simulated FLTs and FLCs (Figure 2)

- PCTECORR,  DARKCORR,  FLSHCORR,  and FLATCORR (Lucas et al., 2018).

Simulating ACS/WFC Observations

Figure 2: An example of a simulated FLT and the corresponding CTE-corrected FLC. For each image, 
we place the artificial stars in a checkerboard pattern to minimize contamination from CTE trails. There 
are ~128 stars per row and ~64 rows per image which allows for a robust sampling of the signal losses 
as a function of the number of parallel transfers. 

Conclusion

Background and Motivation
- The charge transfer efficiency (CTE) of the ACS/WFC CCDs has been steadily declining.  
- CTE losses can be minimized by increasing the background level (MacKenty et al., 2012)

- The dataset consists of simulated observations with background levels that will raise 
the ACS/WFC Exposure Time Calculator's (ETC) low background warning (   20e-).

Dataset
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Figure 1: ACS/WFC LED Illumination pattern.
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Figure 4: The effects of an imperfect CTE 
on the SNR for various combinations of 
background levels and source brightnesses. 
For bright sources (left column), raising the 
background level reduces their SNR in both 
FLTs and FLCs. For intermediate sources 
(middle column), the benefits of raising the 
background level only manifests in the FLT. 
For faint sources (right column), raising the 
background level improves their SNR in 
both FLTs and FLCs.

- For each source, we follow compute the signal-to-noise ratio as (Everett et al., 2001)

- To evaluate post-flashing, we assume the SNR attained in the FLC with a 20e- 
background and no post-flash is the best case scenario.

- SNR0 := Signal-to-noise ratio in best case scenario. 
- We compare SNR0 to the SNR in the FLCs post-flashed to ~20e-.

- SNRPF := Signal-to-noise ratio in the post-flashed observations.
- We use the same intensity value for the LED as the Astronomers Proposal Tool 

(APT), 14e-/s, to convert each flash duration into a signal in electrons.
- The LED intensity declines radially from the ACS/WFC chip gap with 95% of values 

lying in the interval [8.5 e-/s, 14.6e-/s].
- The non-uniform pattern has the benefit of depositing the most signal in the 

areas of the detector most affected by imperfect CTE.

- To establish a baseline for comparison, we examine the SNR as a function of the 
number of Y transfers for 3 source brightnesses and 3 background levels in 
unflashed FLT and FLC data (Figure 4).

Figure 5: The effects of post-flashing 
an observation to a background ~20e-. 
Given the results in Figure 4, we have 
restricted our analysis to the faint end 
of simulated source brightnesses. The 
red, dashed horizontal line denotes no 
change in SNR. Positive values 
indicate improvements to the SNR, 
while negative values indicates 
deterioration of the SNR.

Table 1: The mean and error in the mean of the SNR residuals for each combination shown in Figure 5.

- For each combination of brightness, post-flash, and background level we compute 
the mean and error in the mean of the SNR residual. To isolate the effects of CTE, 
we divide each dataset into two groups:

- Group A: Number of Y Transfers < 1024 
- Group B: Number of Y Transfers > 1024 

Text

- Despite the additional noise imparted by the post-flash calibration, in certain 
scenarios post-flashing observations to the recommended minimum background 
level of 20e- can improve the SNR for faint sources.

- If the true background is just below 20e-, adding post-flash will improve the 
SNR by about 1.5 to 2.0% depending on the number of Y transfers.

- If the true background is well below 20e-, sources near the readout amplifier will 
experience a gain in their SNR, but sources far from it have too much  noise 
imparted by the post-flash calibration causing their SNR to decline.
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- To increase the background level observers can
- lengthen their exposure,
- or use the ACS/WFC LED to post-flash the 

observation.
- LED illumination pattern (Figure 1) is highly 

non-uniform with ~51% variability across the 
ACS/WFC detector (Miles, 2018)

- The ACS Team generally cautions against 
post-flashing:

- Additional noise imparted by post-flash 
calibration can impact faint unresolved sources.

- The effects on the morphology of faint, resolved 
objects are extremely difficult to quantify.

- This work presents the first steps towards identifying 
regimes in which post-flashing is beneficial.

Figure 3: Schematic diagram illustrating the various 
input parameters for each simulated image. 
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